The product ranges
FROM EUROSUN®

External sun protection

Exterior venetian blinds
The bar at the top is open underneath for free access to the mechanics. A variety of slats of different shapes and sizes with deep-drawn strap holes for constant wear-free use.
- Flat slats with a width of 50 mm, 60 mm, 80 mm and 100 mm
- Rolled slats in a width of 60 mm and 80 mm
- Z-shaped slats with a weather strip with a width of 70 mm and 90 mm
  - Extruded bottom rails that moves synchronically with the blinds

EUROSUN® Easy-blinds
Top-mounted Clip-in type blinds with special guide rails and cover panels. Optionally with insect screen roller blind.

EUROSUN front-mounted blinds
Clip-in type blinds with special guide rails and extruded shutter boxes.

Interior sun protection

Interior blinds
Conventional style with flat slats in widths of 25 mm, 35 mm and 50 mm in over 50 different colours with optional rope guides.
A variety of mechanical and electrical operating systems:
- EURODESIGN blinds: Attaches easily on glass with tool-free removal.
- Pleated blinds: Over 100 different styles for mounting on a lift and turn- or roof and ceiling windows and a fabric collection of over 130 colours with 20 mm pleat width; profile available in 4 colours: silver = 46/43, bronze = 46/C32, black = 46/C35 and lacquered RAL9016-pure white.
- Vertical blinds: Collection with selected textile slats in a width of 127 mm. All slats with Okotex certification and building authority approval. Long life thanks to low-wear, bearings on the carriage units.
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THE QUICK FIT
sun protection systems

EUROSUN® EASY
EUROSUN® FRONTMOUNTING

ALL EASY.
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The EUROSUN® Easy and Front-Mounting blinds can be quickly and easily installed, because the Venetian blinds shutter bundle is already built into the panel or the box in our factory.

**EUROSUN® Easy and Front-Mounting blinds**

Sophisticated technology and quality at the highest level. Both systems are easy to assemble. The base rails, which only need to be fastened to the building, are the bearing element. All the other components are just attached or screwed on.

**EUROSUN® Easy blinds**

The EUROSUN Easy blinds have individually angled panels that covers the bundle of slats.

A variety of slot shapes and sizes can be built into both systems, which can be operated by motor or with a crank handle. With motor operation, both systems can also have additional insect protection blinds. Function, performance and design are easy to achieve with the EUROSUN sun protection system.

**EUROSUN® Front-Mounting blinds**

The EUROSUN® front-mounting blind has a casing in the form of an extruded aluminium box that is identical to the blind housing.

A variety of slot shapes and sizes can be built into both systems, which can be operated by motor or with a crank handle. With motor operation, both systems can also have additional insect protection blinds. Function, performance and design are easy to achieve with the EUROSUN® sun protection system.